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Quadrupedal Robots with Stiff and Compliant Actuation

Vierbeinige Laufroboter mit weicher und steifer Aktuierung
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Summary In the broader context of quadrupedal locomotion, this overview article introduces and compares two platforms that are similar in structure, size, and morphology, yet differ greatly in their concept of actuation. The first, ALoF, is a classically stiff actuated robot that is controlled kinematically, while the second, StarlETH, uses a soft actuation scheme based on highly compliant series elastic actuators. We show how this conceptual difference influences design and control of the robots, compare the hardware of the two systems, and show exemplary their advantages in different applications.
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1 Introduction

It is superfluous to highlight the advantages of legged locomotion for robots that are moving in rough and highly unstructured terrain. While for wheeled systems, mobility is limited by the worst obstacle on a continuous path, legged systems require only a small number of suitable footholds, which can be scattered sparsely throughout the terrain. This makes legs advantageous in situations when a robot is facing gaps, steps, soft ground, or other obstacles. The inherently larger number of degrees of freedom (DoF) can also be used actively to keep the center of gravity (CoG) inside the support area on steep slopes, or to get up after falling down (Fig. 1). That these are not only theoretical benefits becomes immediately obvious when looking at the remarkable locomotion performance of humans and animals that can effortlessly go to places that are completely out of reach for any wheel-based system.

Creating this level of mobility in autonomous robots is a highly desirable goal. Many of the dull, dirty, and dangerous tasks for which we seek to employ autonomous systems must be performed in areas that cannot be
reached by wheeled devices. And if we want to create robots that work side-by-side with humans or assist them in their daily lives, it is imperative that they are provided with comparable mobility. Yet, 45 years after the first autonomous walking robot [1; 2] and 25 years after Mark Raibert’s seminal work on robotic running [3], research on legged locomotion is still facing a considerable performance gap that separates robotic devices from their counterparts in nature. Energy efficiency, locomotion speed, versatility, and robustness are the most important factors that prevent a wide-spread application of legged locomotion in autonomous systems.

In this context, four legged systems are of a particular research interest for a couple of reasons. First of all, quadrupeds can utilize a rich variety of modes of locomotion, such as walking, trotting, pacing, bounding, or galloping. This variety is largely unexplored in terms of robotic locomotion and can potentially be utilized to improve efficiency and increase the locomotion speed of robotic systems [4; 5]. Additionally, practical considerations back the choice for quadrupedal systems, especially if they should be employed as research platforms in other areas of mobile robotics, including navigation, path planning [6], or the development of learning algorithms [7]. The possibility for static locomotion on extended support is imperative for such applications; for example, to allow the platform to come to a complete stop. For quadrupeds, the necessary support polygon can be easily created with three or four point feet that span an extended area on the ground. Bipedal, on the other hand, would need extended feet with actuated ankles to maintain static balance. Especially the ankles would thereby greatly increase the mechanical complexity of the system and add more weight to the unsprung mass of the feet. As a result, a heavier foot increases actuator effort for leg swing and foot placement, as well as energetic losses in ground-contact collisions. Additionally, the distributed ground contact of extended feet makes modeling and control very difficult in highly unstructured terrain.

Consequently, as the research-focus in legged locomotion has shifted from Zero Moment Point (ZMP) controlled systems (for which bipedal humanoids are a preferred platform) towards fast, dynamic, and versatile motions, the number of four legged robots has continually increased. Simulations have shown the impressive performance of quadrupeds with abilities to trot, bound, and gallop, while being able to turn and stop quickly [8]; and slowly these abilities are being implemented in practice. Recent robots that are capable of dynamic locomotion include Scamper 1/2 (segmented leg design with stiff actuation) from the lab of Junji Furusho [9], Patrush (segmented leg design with passive ankle springs) from Kimura and his colleagues [10], the KOLT-robot (segmented leg design with parallel actuation in the knee) of Ken Waldron’s group at Stanford [11], and Scout I/II (prismatic leg design with a fully passive leg spring) from the Ambulatory Robotics Lab at McGill [12].

The most advanced quadrupedal robot of today is, without doubt, BigDog [13; 14] (segmented leg design with hydraulic actuation) from Boston Dynamics, a consistent further development of Marc Raibert’s hopping robots [3; 15]. Its small counterpart, the LittleDog robot also received widespread attention throughout the DARPA Learning Locomotion challenge [16; 17] in which a variety of teams demonstrated quadrupedal robotic locomotion in rough terrain. Similar to BigDog with respect to size and actuation, yet much better documented, is HyQ, the hydraulic actuated quadruped from the Italian Institute of Technology [18]. In terms of hardware, the electrically actuated quadruped PQ1-PIRO [19] from the Pohang Institute of Intelligent Robotics is probably closest to the robots presented in this paper.

All these machines can execute a number of different gaits, such as trotting, pacing, and bounding, although some of them are limited to only one or two of these gaits and are not able to perform maneuvers like turning or quickly coming to a stop. Also, none of these machines is yet capable of really fast locomotion or true galloping, although, projects that have locomotion speeds as a primary goal are on their way, for example within DARPA’s ‘Maximum Mobility and Manipulation (M3) Program’.

In this context, this paper introduces and compares two electrically actuated quadrupedal platforms, ALoF and StarLETTH that have both been developed at the Autonomous Systems Lab. The two robots are very similar with respect to their dimensions, weight, and morphology, but they differ greatly in the way they are actuated. ALoF is a classically built stiff robot, in which joints, gearboxes, and motors are connected rigidly. The system is consequently controlled by prescribing kinematic trajectories in joint space. In contrast thereto, StarLETTH has series elastic actuation in all its joints that allow high fidelity torque control and enable the usage of advanced control techniques, such as virtual model control [20], operational space control [21], and low gain walking control [6]. In this paper, we will introduce and compare the two platforms, highlight the different control approaches they employ, and seek to quantify the differences in performance and complexity.

2 Systems Overview
Both robots that we present are quadrupeds with a total weight in the range of 20 kg and linear dimensions in the range of half a meter. This means that the platforms are small enough to be handled by one person alone, yet able to carry larger and more sophisticated sensors, as for example stereo cameras, laser range finders, and the like. Each of their legs has three degrees of freedom, allowing for hip abduction/adduction (A/A), hip flexion/extension (F/E), and knee flexion/extension. In both robots, the first joint (Hip A/A) is aligned along the anterior-posterior axis; a configuration that is commonly referred to as ‘mammalian’ [22]. The legs are mounted such that the knees of front and back legs are facing each other.
chose this configuration because the inner contact forces (i.e., the forces that are created within the ground plane and that are equal in magnitude but opposite in direction) then create the same joint torques in the front and back legs. This is particularly beneficial when the inner contact forces are exploited to reduce the joint torques in the robot, since the resulting torques are distributed more equally throughout the robot. Both systems have point feet that are not actuated. In order to position them freely in three dimensions, at least three active degrees of freedom are necessary per leg. By limiting the number of actual joints to this absolute minimum, complexity is kept low, which increases robustness, modularity, and ease of maintenance of the systems.

2.1 ALoF
The first robot, ALoF, the Autonomous Legged Robot on Four legs (Figs. 2 and 3) is built as a classical, kinematically controlled robot with stiff joints. In these, Maxon RE-25 20 W DC motors are directly connected to the joint axes via planetary gearboxes (reduction 79:1) and a set of bevel-gears (reduction 1:1 for Hip A/A), 1.5:1 for Hip F/E, and 2:1 for Knee F/E). In the drive train, elasticities, play, and backlash were reduced to the achievable minimum, such that a given motor angle maps uniquely to a specific joint angle. It was hence sufficient to measure only the motor position with an optical encoder and regulate only this quantity. In terms of design, the focus has been put on strong actuation and a large range of motion. The latter was achieved among other design choices by building the hip joint as a universal joint in which hip flexion/extension and hip abduction/adduction are coupled by a differential drive mechanism. This design allows for a greater variation of foot placement and hence provides the robot with the necessary choices for challenging planning tasks. It additionally facilitates haptic exploration of the terrain [7] and enables the execution of alternative gait patterns or recovery maneuvers. This includes, for example, the possibility to perform a crawling motion, which increases the stability of the robot by keeping the center of gravity (COG) low [23]. The entire system and its applications are described in great detail in [24] and [25], to which we would like to refer for further reading.

2.2 StarlETH
The Springy Tetrapod with Articulated Robotic Legs, StarlETH (Figs. 4 and 5) is a quadrupedal platform in which all degrees of freedom are driven by series elastic actuators. The leg design for this robot is based on ScarlETH (Series Compliant Articulated Robotic Leg) [26], with an additional degree of freedom for hip abduction/adduction. This leg served as a test-bench to study planar hopping, to design the low-level joint controllers, and to evaluate hardware performance prior to building a full quadrupedal robot. The most crucial components in ScarlETH are the compliant actuators. They are lightweight and arranged in a way that keeps the leg inertia small to reduce impact collision losses and to allow for rapid foot placement. All joints are driven by the same combination of a Maxon EC-4pole-30 200 W electric motor and a Harmonic Drive gearing component with a reduction of 100:1 (the chain-drive in the knee actuation has an additional reduction of 27:16). This setup greatly reduces play and back lash in comparison to the drive-train of ALoF. Motor shaft rotations are measured with magnetic incremental encoders. The output shafts of the gearboxes are connected through chain drives and/or steel cable pulley systems with linear compression springs, which are mounted to the adjacent segment. This allows placing all actuators directly at the hip joint and hence minimizes the inertia of the segments. The linear springs show very low mechanical damping, no hysteresis, and are pre-compressed, which makes the system backlash free. High resolution joint encoders (80 000 counts per revolution) allow measuring the joint position and, in combination with the motor encoders, the computation of the spring deflection. This can be directly transformed into joint torque measurements using the known spring characteristic. For initialization

![Figure 2](image1.png) The quadruped robot ALoF. The robot is built with a classically stiff actuation in which joints, gearboxes, and motors are rigidly connected.

![Figure 3](image2.png) CAD rendering with the dimensions of ALoF.
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Figure 4 The quadrupedal robotic platform StarlETH. The robot employs series elastic actuation in all 12 joints to allow the exploitation of natural dynamics (photo François Pomerleau).

Figure 5 CAD rendering with the dimensions of StarlETH.

and fault detection, all joint angles are additionally measured with potentiometers to obtain an absolute position reference. Motor, gearbox, output shaft, and the springs are included in a highly integrated design that minimizes structural mass. Within the drive train, the chains were deliberately designed as the weakest element in order to protect joints and gears from overload. By using sets of standardized springs with different characteristics, we can alter the stiffness in the system to some degree. Currently we employ a stiffness of 36 Nm/rad for knee F/E, 70 Nm/rad for hip F/E, and 100 Nm/rad for hip A/A. In addition to the elasticity of the springs, other compliances in the actuation chain act in series; for example, the flex spline of the harmonic drives. The overall joint stiffness can thus slightly deviate from the nominal stiffness values of the employed springs. Joint stiffness was consequently identified experimentally with external force-torque sensors. However, it was found to differ only very slightly from the reported spring stiffness values.

In contrast to the traditional use of series elastic actuators (SEA) [27] the springs in StarlETH are highly compliant and allow for larger travel, which has several beneficial properties for legged systems. The compliance protects the gearboxes from impacts at landing and hence allows for highly dynamic maneuvers such as bounding, trotting, or galloping in which such impacts are inevitable. Additionally, the springs can efficiently store and return substantial amounts of energy during stance; for example, up to 30 J for the knee joint during single legged hopping. Due to the low stiffness, the rate of energy storage and return can be matched with the stride frequency, and the energetic efficiency can be improved. In the example of one-legged hopping about 70% of the total energy is recovered while only about 30% need to be provided by the actuators to compensate for impact and damping losses [28]. In a more traditional sense of using SEA’s [29], actively controlling the spring deflection [28] or the joint position [26] enables both joint torque as well as joint position control using a cascaded control structure. To improve the position controllability of the knee joint, we included unilateral dampers [26] in the actuator. They ensure fast foot-point tracking during the swing phase without impeding torque control in the stance phase.

3 Motion Control

A static walking gait of a quadrupedal robot can be understood as a periodic execution of the lateral footfall sequence [30] left-hind leg (LH), left-front leg (LF), right-hind leg (RH), and right-front leg (RF). On top of this basic pattern, there exist various gait planning algorithms [31; 32] that generate the exact contact points as a function of the robot configuration and the surrounding terrain and devise CoG/ZMP trajectories that move the main body forward while ensuring stability of the entire system.

3.1 Inverse Kinematics

In stiff position controlled systems such as ALoF, the foot-point and CoG/ZMP trajectories are directly translated into joint space trajectories using inverse kinematics. The resulting desired joint motion is then tracked with high gain position controllers on joint level. This leads to precise trajectory tracking behaviors, but requires that the planned reference trajectories of the CoG as well as of the swing leg precisely match the actual environment. Due to the imperfections in internal and external perception, as well as inaccuracies in the robot model, this kind of controller is not very robust and therefore not well suited for real world applications. In fact, applying such a controller for static walking on terrain with unperceived irregularities may easily lead to loss of stability. In the presence of an unperceived step, for example, the swing leg controller will try to reach a (now erroneous) position goal with all available force and might, in the process, tip over the entire robot [33].
Anwendungen

One possibility to prevent this is to lower the position control gains at each joint. This low-gain control automatically leads to a compliant behavior that allows for the passive adaptation to irregularities and increases the overall stability. Since this concept works only if we do not employ any integrative controller action, it will also greatly reduce the precision of the executed motion; particularly of the weight bearing joints (i.e., knee and hip F/E of the stance legs). Adding a torque-based feed-forward path to the controller architecture to compensate for the effect of gravity can greatly reduce this effect. While we will discuss more sophisticated techniques of doing so below, we want to highlight at this point that even a simple motor and gearbox model [34] and therefore a relatively poor generation of the actual joint torques can already lead to a significant improvement in trajectory tracking performance (Fig. 6). However, it is obvious that the high reflected inertia, the non fully back drivable system, and the highly non-linear friction characteristics in the gearboxes make the application of this method not very practical.

Moving from joint position control (ALoF) to joint torque control (StarLET) strategies simplifies this process substantially. In the latter, position gains, or joint stiffness, can be arbitrarily chosen and coping with uncertainties in the environment becomes achievable without expensive sensing of the environment.

3.2 Virtual Model Control

Instead of changing the dynamics of the system through modulation of the controller gains on joint level, it is ad-
vantageous to directly define a desired dynamic behavior in operational space. As an example, the position \( r_{mb} \) and orientation \( \phi_{mb} \) of the main body should follow a desired trajectory with respect to the world coordinate system given by \( r_{des} \) and \( \phi_{des} \), respectively. For this task, we can define a set of virtual forces \( F_{mb} \) and torques \( M_{mb} \) that correct the current pose according to a desired dynamic behaviour with stiffness \( k_p \) and damping \( k_v \):

\[
\begin{align*}
F_{mb} &= k_p \sum_{i=1}^{N_g} (r_{des_i} - r_{mb}) + k_v \sum_{j=1}^{N_c} (\phi_{des_j} - \phi_{mb}) \\
M_{mb} &= k_p \sum_{i=1}^{N_g} (\phi_{des_i} - \phi_{mb}) + k_v \sum_{j=1}^{N_c} (\psi_{des_j} - \psi_{mb})
\end{align*}
\]

(1) (2)

In a static approximation, these virtual forces and torques must be balanced by the ground contact forces \( F_i \) of all legs that are in stance \( (N_c \leq 4) \) as well as by the gravitational forces \( F_{gmb} = -mg \) that act on the bodies and segments \( (N_b = 13) \):

\[
\begin{align*}
F_{mb} &= \sum_{i=1}^{N_c} F_i + \sum_{j=1}^{N_b} F_{gmb} \\
M_{mb} &= \sum_{i=1}^{N_c} F_i \times r_i + \sum_{j=1}^{N_b} F_{gmb} \times r_{gmb}
\end{align*}
\]

(3) (4)

In this, \( r_i \) and \( r_{gmb} \) are the vectors from the main body to the \( j \)th contact point and to the CoG of the \( j \)th body, respectively. These equations can be solved for the contact forces by calculating a pseudo inverse that simply minimizes the total contact forces:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
F_1 \\
F_2 \\
\vdots \\
F_N_b
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
I & I & \cdots & I
\end{bmatrix}^+ \begin{bmatrix}
F_{mb} - \sum_{j=1}^{N_b} F_{gmb} \\
M_{mb} - \sum_{j=1}^{N_b} F_{gmb} \times r_{gmb}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(5)

(Note: There is a great potential for augmenting this simple least-square optimization. In a terrain with known surface properties, one could for example state the inversion as a constraint optimization problem that minimizes the joint torques while keeping the contact forces inside the available friction cone [35].)

Having the individual ground contact and gravitational forces at hand, a Jacobi-transposed mapping, also known as virtual model control [20], transforms them into joint torques \( T \). It uses the corresponding relative Jacobian of the vector from main body to the foot \( j \) given by \( J_j = \frac{\partial r_j}{\partial q_{mb}} \), and from the main body to the CoG of body \( j \) given by \( J_j = \frac{\partial r_{gmb}}{\partial q_{mb}} \):

\[
T = \sum_{j=1}^{N_b} J_j F_j + \sum_{j=1}^{N_b} J_j F_{gmb}
\]

(6)

The virtual model control framework allows a very intuitive tuning of the overall behavior in terms of how compliant the main body of the robot reacts to deviations from its predefined trajectory. This results in a very natural reaction against external disturbances, such as pushing the main body, and allows emphasizing stiffness in directions that destabilize the robot while leaving other degrees of freedom more compliant.

### 3.3 State Estimation

Postural controllers, as they are obtained from the virtual model control approach, require fast and precise estimates of the robot’s pose. For reasons of mobility and autonomy, this estimation must be solely based on information from on-board sensors and should not utilize external tracking. Especially for dynamic locomotion, this is not a trivial task and the underlying state estimation can quickly become a bottleneck in terms of achievable bandwidth, robustness, and locomotion speed. For optimal performance, we hence designed and implemented an Observability Constrained Extended Kalman Filter [36], that fuses information from the incremental joint encoders with data from an inertial measurement unit. By including the absolute position of all footholds into the filter state, simple and precise model equations can be formulated which accurately capture the uncertainties associated with the intermittent ground contacts. This also enables avoiding unnecessary assumption on the shape of the floor or on the employed gait pattern. Except for the unobservable absolute position and yaw angle (i.e., the rotation around the gravity vector), the resulting filter is able to precisely estimate the full pose of the quadruped robot [37].

### 4 Applications

With their distinct actuator designs, the two robots excel in very different applications and environments. ALoF’s primary advantage is its low complexity. In comparison to StarETH considerably fewer hardware components are required. They come in rugged industrial versions and are packed densely and well protected inside the robot, which allows for a large range of motion.

With these properties ALoF is the designated choice for operation in harsh environments with limited possibilities for control intervention. This was, for example, successfully demonstrated during the Lunar Robotic Challenge of the European Space Agency [23] in which the large range of motion was exploited to perform a static crawling gait which supported the robot stability even in steep terrain with very loose soil [24]. In the challenge, the robot successfully coped with a sandy and dusty environment and even light rain.

The precise execution of kinematically defined motions that can be planned ahead carefully pays off particularly in a number of specific non-locomotion tasks. Figure 8 shows, for example, a maneuver in which the robot starts from a position lying on its back and uses the large range of motion in its joints to flip over and come to rest in its default configuration. This ability
Due to the large range of motion in its joints, ALoF is able to stand up from laying on its back. The ability to perform this task allows the robot to recover from severe falls and creates an intrinsic robustness with respect to locomotion. Throughout the entire maneuver, the robot is supported statically stable by one pair of legs, such that unwanted impacts and collisions are avoided.

Since StarlETH is fully force controlled, the robot can adapted easily to obstacles and disturbances. The video stills show two different trials in which the robot was commanded to walk straight forward on flat terrain. The obstacles that were added in the top row are not perceived, yet they do not destabilize the robot which automatically adapts to the rough terrain. In the bottom row, a disturbance force is applied to the main body of the robot. Since gravity is compensated through active feed forward, controller gains can be set to very low values and the robot reacts flexible to the disturbances.

The main strength of StarlETH is its adaptability to any kind of irregularity, which results in a greatly increased robustness against disturbances. This can be an unperceived obstacle along the path of the robot or an unknown force acting on its main-body. Figure 9 shows two examples in which the robot is commanded to walk on flat terrain while facing such disturbances. Since the virtual model controller is regulating only the position and orientation of the main body, the kinematic configuration of the robot’s joints emerges as a response to the current position of its feet. In contrast to ALoF, for which the position of each foot point must be known precisely and a priori, it is only secondary where the feet are positioned exactly. The robot can hence easily adapt to substantial irregularity in the terrain. The only limiting factors are the range of motion of the legs as well as possible foot-scuffing while swinging a foot over an unperceived obstacle. With conservative joint limits, swing leg trajectories have be devised such that unperceived steps of up to 10 cm (ca. 20% of the leg length) were accommodated in hardware experiments. This applies also to dynamical disturbances of the robot’s stance; for example if a foot is slipping. Similarly, this holds for disturbances to the main body. When a force is applied to the main body, the robot gives way in accordance to the dynamics of the controlling virtual model while its stance is maintained robustly. Forces of up to 150 N can be tolerated which can excurse the main body by up to 10 cm. As mentioned before, there are a number of practical advantages that come with the series elastic actuators. While the ability to absorb shocks in unforeseen

Figure 8

Figure 9
collisions is a simple byproduct of the mechanical design, the increase of efficiency and peak output power through temporary storage of energy require novel controllers that can exploit the natural dynamics of the actuator [5].

5 Discussion and Conclusions

For discussion, it would be very tempting to utilize these two nearly identical robots as a unique base for an extensive and quantitative comparison between stiff and soft actuation concepts. However, since the two robots differ in a number of small details and represent a sequential evolution in hardware, one should be very careful with over-interpreting these results. For example, the range of motion of a robot is primarily the consequence of its developer’s ability to come up with a tightly integrated design and thus only a secondary consequence of a particular actuator technology. Still, it is obvious that the increased mechanical complexity of StarlETH does not facilitate this job. Also, with the additionally required sensors, the amount of cabling doubles, which further comes in the way of joint motion. So while the limited range of motion of StarlETH (±30° for hip A/A, −40°/+80° for hip F/E, and −145°/+90° for knee F/E) is probably not the optimum that is theoretically possible, it indicates how mechanical complexity influences this property. In comparison, ALoF has a range of motion of (±45° for hip A/A, ±180° for hip F/E, and −160°/+90° for knee F/E) which allows the robot to fully contract its legs, rest on its main body, and turn the legs outward and up. With this ability, it can perform maneuvers that are completely out of reach for StarlETH.

The lower complexity of ALoF also applies to control. Kinematic trajectories are pre-computed off-board and can be transmitted to the robot in a coarse temporal resolution (100 Hz). The necessary data volume is consequently low (130 kbit/sec) and transmission must not necessarily be done in real time. This relaxes the requirements for the data connection between the robot and a host-PC and allows, for example, the usage of a low-bandwidth wireless link (Fig. 7). The only task that must be accomplished in real-time is the interpolation and execution of these kinematic trajectories, which is done on-board with by a National Instruments single-boardRIO (NI sbRIO-9602 Single-Board RIO Embedded Control with NI-9852 2 Port High-Speed CAN Interface). The link to the host-PC which performs the motion planning and kinematic computations is done via a standard UDP/IP connection.

In contrast, StarlETH must compute the commanded joint torques online and in direct response to the current motion of the robot. Since the output of the controller are torques and not kinematic trajectories, individual joints and even the entire robot can become unstable when they are not under continuous closed-loop control. This defines completely different requirements to the available computational power and the quality of the data links. Consequently, the control algorithms of StarlETH, are executed off-board on a Linux PC and a strictly real time connection with a broad data volume is accomplished via four individual CAN-bus connections. This is imperative, since any time-delay in the connection between the host and the motor-controllers would contribute to the overall controller latency and thus greatly reduce performance and achievable bandwidth.

In terms of hardware, the additional weight for the series elastic actuators (springs, bearings, structural components, as well as sensors and other electronics) sums up to about 1.7 kg per joint (see Table 1). This is 80% of the total robot mass. However, this additional mass was more than compensated by the improved mechanical design of StarlETH. In comparison to ALoF, the use of better motors, harmonic drives, and the integration of the drive-train into the mechanical structure, led to an improvement of the power-to-weight ratio from 5.3 W/kg to 19.6 W/kg (with respect to the total weight of the robots). Consequently the theoretically possible pay-load (in relation to the overall mass) could be increased from 0.33 kg/kg to 1.08 kg/kg. Additionally, pulley-stretch, back lash, and other undesired effects in the drive train (which amount to a play of one degree in ALoF’s joints) are almost completely eliminated in StarlETH. Naturally, these improvements are also directly coupled to a substantial increase in the costs for manufacturing and components. In comparison, they roughly doubled from about 35 000 CHF to approximately 60 000 CHF. The increased complexity has also an impact on the energy consumption of the robots. The power that StarlETH draws at rest (i.e., when all motors are disabled) is about 52 W and thus twice as high as for ALoF (about 27 W). This increase can be attributed to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>ALoF</th>
<th>StarlETH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total leg length [mm]</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>488.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of hip segment [mm]</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>68.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of thigh segment [mm]</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of shank segment [mm]</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foot radius [mm]</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total mass [kg]</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max payload for standing up [kg]</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight of actuators [kg]</td>
<td>6.15</td>
<td>17.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight of controllers [kg]</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of sensors</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RoM knee F/E [deg]</td>
<td>±160/ +90</td>
<td>−145/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RoM hip F/E [deg]</td>
<td>±180</td>
<td>−40/80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RoM hip A/A [deg]</td>
<td>±45</td>
<td>±30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torque knee F/E (cont./peak) [Nm]</td>
<td>4/15</td>
<td>20/45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torque hip F/E (cont./peak) [Nm]</td>
<td>3/11.3</td>
<td>12/24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torque hip A/A (cont./peak) [Nm]</td>
<td>2/7.5</td>
<td>12/24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max speed knee F/E [deg/s]</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max speed hip F/E [deg/s]</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max speed hip A/A [deg/s]</td>
<td>608</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor power rating [W]</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average play per joint [deg]</td>
<td>~1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
some degree to the larger amplifiers, but first and foremost to the additional sensors and sensor boards that are needed for the torque-control in StarL@TH. During slow static walking, ALoF consumes additionally 29 W and StarL@TH additionally 53 W to drive their motors. This ratio correlates almost directly with the difference in weight and walking velocity of the two robots, such that the COT for both systems is roughly 10 J/kg for slow static walking. In terms of power consumption in the motors, the series elastic actuation is hence not a direct disadvantage. The potential savings through temporary energy storage in the elastic actuators (as they have already been shown for single leg hopping [26]) have not been exploited in the presented static walking gaits and—with adequate controllers and gaits—might actually improve the overall efficiency.

These properties already show that the current disadvantages of torque controlled robots are not conceptual, but are primarily posing an engineering challenge that will be overcome by better, lighter, and economically more competitive components. Since research in this area is still young, it is not too surprising that adequate off-the-shelf components for control and actuation are not readily available. It is currently not even clear, which system will eventually become the gold standard in terms of actuation. While series elastic actuators have many beneficial properties, intensive and promising research is performed on systems with variable compliance [38] and novel solutions, for example based on Magneto-Rehological breaks [39] emerge continuously. Ideally, these solutions provide not only high-fidelity torque outputs, but also reduce the robots mass and inertia, and allow the temporary storage of energy. With these properties it will be possible to build fast, efficient, and versatile robots that are very reliable and allow for safe interaction with their users.
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